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Abstract: Social Network Analysis is an action of making inquiries about social network, which is also termed as 

social structures through the application of networks and Graph theory. To manage the social networks, different 

methodologies have been proposed to break down them. What has not been done is to appropriately and productively 

imitate, govern and utilize the social network. In this paper we are analyzing the twitter revolution data set. It is a social 

network which is a combination of many separate networks which captured a certain kind of interaction between 

individuals. We are applying island method and centrality concept on the data set. Here we can observe how the 

information diffusion happens among the individuals and also the actor and communities who plays the major role in 

process can be noticed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the approach of social networks, individuals are living in the period of data blast. Individuals are utilizing SNA for 

illuminating breaking news just as communicating one's sentiments and feelings. Be that as it may, it is drawing in more 

fascination as a device for correspondence in day by day life. Analysts have appeared expanded enthusiasm for 

concentrate social practices, human correspondence, and content mining by utilizing SNSs, for example, Twitter, 

Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn. 

 

To comprehend systems and their members, we assess the area and gathering of performing characters in the system. 

The measures give us the understanding into the different jobs and groupings in a system who are connectors, experts, 

etc. where are the clusters and who is in them, who is in the core of network and who is on the periphery? Social network 

Analyst measure the network movement for a node by utilizing the idea of degrees, the amount of direct associations 

the node has Social network hypothesis views social Connections as nodes and ties. Nodes are the individual performing 

characters inside the system of social network. Examining and displaying informal communities as mind boggling 

systems requires all the more understanding to the idea of mankind. On the off chance that we fabricated our 

comprehension to interpersonal organizations dependent on associated hubs and relations just, at that point we may 

finish up having no system from a human viewpoint. Two variables should be watched very cautiously; individuals are 

the wellsprings of data individuals have normal needs to get the data or to be its source. The term social network alludes 

to the verbalization of a social relationship, credited or accomplished, among people, families, families, networks. 

Every one of them can assume double jobs, acting both as unit or hub of social network just as social on screen actor. 

Connection is a typical case of a credited relationship, while some basic instances of an accomplished relationship are 

those that are built up over the span of standard association in the procedures of day by day life and living, social 

exercises, etc, for example, one family asking help, backing, or exhortation from another; ties of kinship or selection of 

people to get to know one another; and inclinations in marriage. 

 

Unexpectedly, a relationship can likewise be negative—for example, antagonistic vibe or struggle as contradicted to 

kinship or union and estrangement versus commonality or incorporation. Once more, a lot of what we will talk about 

depends on sociological information, however it can likewise be utilized to contemplate statistic and monetary 

procedures, for example, relocation starting with one locale then onto the next, estimation of a financial (e.g., postal 

cash request or exchange) trade between locales, volume of stream of merchandise between nations, stream of traffic 

between better places, etc. In this way, the units of an "Social networks" can be unique, no uncertainty, for example, 

people, families, families, and provincial or urban zones, as indicated by the relationship under thought. In any case, 

there is a typical component—to be specific, whatever the sort of units we examine, a particular dyadic relationship 

exists or does not exist between the individuals from any pair of them. 

 

The nodes in the system are the general population and gatherings while the connections show connections or streams 

between the nodes. SNA gives both a visual and a scientific investigation of human connections. The executives 

advisors utilize this strategy with their business customers and call it Organizational Network Analysis [ONA]. ONA 

enables you to x-beam your association and uncover the administrative sensory system that interfaces everything. In 

this paper we used twitter revolution data set to analyze and discover the individuals and communities who play a major 
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Data analysis 

role in the network. Also we can observe how the information diffusion happens from a common man to a celebrity that 

we ca observe how the particles of information move around the informal network. We use Island method and 

Centrality concept to analyze the social network. 

 
Fig. 1 Social Analysis Cycle 

 

How utilizing a retweet organize for explicit clients, we can dispense key players and shrouded personalities who are 

conceivably having a similar belief system or possibly have a place with a similar gathering of intrigue, proposed 

measures to shape a completely weighted coordinated diagram where connections and hubs have determined qualities, 

and connections are just appointed at the presence of correspondence exchanges; the new measures can be utilized to 

anticipate impacts and data diffusions. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

We collected the retweets done during the period of twitter revolution. While its obvious that every news worthy event 

spreads in high spike in twitter dataset. Retweets represent the information that has been received, internalized and 

passed on others.Main purpose is to find the communities and influencers over the network. Network consists of 

134973 number of retweets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Block Diagram 

 

We apply Island method and Centrality concept in order to analyse the social Network. Utilization of Island method 

helps to break large network comprising of actors and individuals into small components, so that analysis of the 

network will be much easier. Through Centrality concept we can find the influencers over the network along the period 

of revolution. Also we can find how the information diffusion happens among the individuals and also the movement of 

information particles can be found. 

 

[1] Software's and Packages Installed: [1]Anaconda 

Data collection 

 

Visualization of data 

Data cleaning 
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Anaconda constrictor is a free and open source appropriation of the Python and R programming dialects for information 

science and machine learning related applications (expansive scale information preparing, prescient investigation, 

logical figuring), that intends to rearrange bundle the executives and organization. 

 

[2] IPython 

IPython (Interactive Python) is a direction shell for intuitive processing in different programming languages, initially 

created for the Python programming language, that offers reflection, rich media, shell punctuation, tab finish, and 

history. 

 

[3] Matplotlib 

Matplotlib is a plotting library for the Python programming language and its numerical arithmetic augmentation 

NumPy. It gives an article arranged API to implanting plots into applications utilizing universally useful GUI toolboxs. 

 

[4] Flask 

Flask is a small scale web structure written in Python. It is named a smaller scale structure since it doesn't require 

specific instruments or libraries. It has no database reflection layer, structure approval, or whatever other segments 

where prior outsider libraries give basic capacities 

 

[5] Jupyter 

Project Jupyter is a philanthropic association made to "create open-source programming, open- benchmarks, and 

administrations for intelligent processing crosswise over many programming dialects." 

 

[6] NetworkX 

NetworkX is a Python library for examining diagrams and systems. NetworkX is free programming discharged under 

the BSD-new permit. 

 

III. RESULTS 

 

Using Island Method and Centrality, Analysis is done on the network to find the communities and influencers. As a 

result we can find how the information diffusion happened during the course of time. Results obtained may represent 

the following figure: 

 

 
Fig. 3 Result obtained from Island Method 

 

 
Fig. 3 Result obtained from between ness centrality 

 

In Island method gaint network is divided into small components and each component is analysed separately. 
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Betweeness centrality is measured by counting the number of times the node can appear in the shortest path between all 

the nodes in the overall network. Examining and displaying informal communities as mind boggling systems requires 

all the more understanding to the idea of mankind. On the off chance that we fabricated our comprehension to 

interpersonal organizations dependent on associated hubs and relations just, at that point we may finish up having no 

system from a human viewpoint. Two variables should be watched very cautiously; individuals are the wellsprings of 

data individuals have normal needs to get the data or to be its source. 

 

In this way, the units of an "Social networks" can be unique, no uncertainty, for example, people, families, families, and 

provincial or urban zones, as indicated by the relationship under thought. In any case, there is a typical component—to 

be specific, whatever the sort of units we examine, a particular dyadic relationship exists or does not exist between the 

individuals from any pair of them. The nodes in the system are the general population and gatherings while the 

connections show connections or streams between the nodes. SNA gives both a visual and a scientific investigation of 

human connections. The executives advisors utilize this strategy with their business customers and call it Social 

Network Analysis [SNA].SNA enables you to x-beam your association and uncover the administrative sensory system 

that interfaces everything. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

Networks are inevitable in all parts of life: natural, physical, and social. They are vital to the functions of a worldwide 

economy. Social network comes in various forms and structures. Analysing social network can empower a superior 

understanding of the number of ways  people make families and compose on the network. In the proposed work we can 

observe how the information diffusion among the people. Likewise the networks and influencers dynamic over the span 

of time will be known 
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